ANGELIC CHAKRA ASCENSION WORKSHOP
Michela D’Addario, Quantum Emotional Healing Practitioner
and
SHAMANIC MUSIC AND MOVEMENT
Ian Cameron, Tai Chi Martial Arts Master
The time is ripe now for us to access our Inner Guardian like never before.
New world energy depends on us easily and effortlessly accessing our inner
teacher and Wise One.
Are you interested in enhancing your intuitive, creative, spiritual and energetic
power?
In this full 2 day workshop we will activate your Inner Guardian from the inner
ground up, to higher levels of energetic vibration, with the journey culminating
in the 12th Angelic Chakra of the Heart: The meeting place of Heaven and
Earth...Universal Divine Consciousness and Gaia Consciousness.
Commencing with the inspiring and moving shamanic sounds of Ian Cameron
we will experience an insightful and empowering journey through each inner
doorway of light, where we will clear the low vibration past life karmic
‘emprints’we have specifically come into this life to clear and discover the
incredible blueprint of angelic light within us.
By linking up and ascending through to the 12th Angelic Chakra we create a
more tangible and sacred place within to meet with our Higher Self and our
Akashic Soul Book, in turn enabling us to access more of our destined creative
and healing potential.
This is a beautiful workshop to give to your Higher Self... profound time and
awareness of the Self waiting patiently to be trully empowered and liberated
as your Guide and Guardian.
It also gives you a special opportunity to participate with a loved one and
spiritually and energetically evolve together!
There is so much wonderful and wise information about the Chakras our
ancestors and teachers have given us and, yet just like us, our chakras are
evolving! This experiential workshop shall be encouraging you to open to new
information about your energetic power centres and to honour your personal
journey and experience of each of them.
“an earth angel is simply a person who has cleared karmic emotional layers so their
inner angel light can shine out like a beacon to touch life in a way that leaves it
better. We all have that potential within us, waiting to come alive”Michela
Friday 19th and Saturday 20th April 2013, 9am-7pm. Held at the sacred and magical
Coolah Place, 80 Coolah Place, Cooroibah. Scrumptious Lunch Provided.
email michela@creativeevolution.com.au for bookings or further information.

